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	Pro Website Development and Operations gives you the experience you need to create and operate a large-scale production website. Large-scale websites have their own unique set of problems regarding their design—problems that can get worse when agile methodologies are adopted for rapid results. Managing large-scale websites, deploying applications, and ensuring they are performing well often requires a full scale team involving the development and operations sides of the company—two departments that don't always see eye to eye.

	

	When departments struggle with each other, it adds unnecessary complexity to the work, and that result shows in the customer experience. Pro Website Development and Operations shows you how to streamline the work of web development and operations - incorporating the latest insights and methodologies of DevOps - so that your large-scale website is up and running quickly, with little friction and extreme efficiency between divisions.

	

	This book provides critical knowledge for any developer engaged in delivering the business and software engineering goals required to create and operate a large-scale production website. It addresses how developers can collaborate effectively with business and engineering teams to ensure applications are smoothly transitioned from product inception to implementation, and are properly deployed and managed. 

	

	Pro Website Development and Operations provides unique insights into how systems, code, and process can all work together to make large-scale website development and operations ultra-efficient.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to tear down efficiency-hampering walls between development and operations
	
		How to speed up product launches
	
		How to spend less time managing your IT infrastructure, and more time speeding up team collaboration
	
		How to better understand how software engineering and system administration can work together
	
		How to improve communications between engineering and operations
	
		How to reduce software launch errors



	Who this book is for


	Software developers and engineers working to create professional, large-scale websites.
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The Political Thought of C.B. Macpherson: Contemporary Applications (Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Central to the thought of C.B. Macpherson (1911-1987) are his critique of the culture of ‘possessive individualism’ and his defence of liberal-democratic socialism. Resurgence of interest in his works is in reaction to the rise of neoliberalism and efforts to find an alternative to societies dominated by...
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X-Ray Diffraction: In Crystals, Imperfect Crystals, and Amorphous BodiesDover Publications, 1994
Superb study begins with fundamentals of x-ray diffraction theory using Fourier transforms, then applies general results to various atomic structures, amorphous bodies, crystals and imperfect crystals. Elementary laws of x-ray diffraction on crystals follow as special case. Highly useful for solid-state physicists, metallographers, chemists, and...
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Pro MSMQ: Microsoft Message Queue ProgrammingApress, 2004

	This will be the only book on the market with in-depth coverage of using Message Queuing from .NET code – it won't just be the number one in its category; it will be the only book in its category.


	* The only book targeted at developers with in-depth coverage of MSMQ 3.0 and MSMQ triggers


	* The only MSMQ book...
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Clinical Skills for the Ophthalmic Examination: Basic Procedures (The Basic Bookshelf for Eyecare Professionals)Slack Incorporated, 2005

	
		The step-by-step, instructional guide for the most common ophthalmic instruments and procedures has been updated to a second edition. Clinical Skills for the Ophthalmic Examination: Basic Procedures, Second Edition provides details on tests frequently performed in the office and provides instructions on the proper way to...
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Home Recording Studio  Build it Like the ProsArtistpro, 2006
With the advances in digital technology, musicians can now produce their own music. But the gear is only part of the equation when it comes to recording and mixing. The next part is finding a soundproof room that you can produce it in. Unfortunately, any old room in your house will not suffice for a quality recording. Without a decent room, you'l...
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Advances in Biometrics: Third International Conferences, ICB 2009, Alghero, Italy, June 2-5, 2009, ProceedingsSpringer, 2009

	It is a pleasure and an honour both to organize ICB 2009, the 3rd IAPR/IEEE International Conference on Biometrics. This will be held 2–5 June in Alghero, Italy, hosted by the Computer Vision Laboratory, University of Sassari. The conference series is the premier forum for presenting research in biometrics and its allied technologies:...
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